IBM Blockchain in Europe

From large enterprises to startups across multiple industries, businesses in Europe are collaborating with IBM to transform using blockchain. This is made possible by the extensive availability of IBM services and developer resources across Europe.

TradeLens

TradeLens is a collaboration between more than 94 organisations, such as shippers, shipping lines, freight forwarders, port and terminal operators, inland transportation and customs authorities. IBM Blockchain technology is enabling them to operate more efficiently and securely and to truly transform the global shipping trade.

Food Trust

IBM Food Trust™ is a blockchain-based cloud network offering participating retailers, suppliers, growers and food industry providers data from across the food ecosystem to enable greater traceability, transparency and efficiency.

Centers of IBM Blockchain expertise

- IBM Cloud Datacenter
- IBM Client Center Blockchain Garage
- IBM Industry Solution Center
- IBM Research Center
- IBM Watson IoT Center
- IBM Food Trust
- IBM Blockchain client

For more information, please visit ibm.com/blockchain